Pacing accuracy during an incremental step test in adolescent swimmers
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Abstract: To assess pacing accuracy in a group of adolescent swimmers during an incremental step test. Fifteen well-trained swimmers (age 15±1.5 years; height 170.2±8.8 cm; mass 60.2±6.6 kg), completed two 7×200 m tests, separated by ∼72 hours. They swam to a predetermined incrementally increasing pace per step and were instructed to swim at even pace. Upon completion of each step, rating of perceived exertion, heart rate and blood lactate were recorded. Significant differences observed for both trials between actual and predicted swim time (P<0.05). Significant differences also observed between the first and second 100 m of each step in trial 1 for step 1 (P=0.001, effect size [ES] =0.54), step 2 (P=0.0001, ES =0.57), step 4 (P=0.0001, ES =0.53), step 5 (P=0.005, ES =0.65), step 6 (P=0.0001, ES =0.50), and step 7 (P=0.0001, ES =0.70). Similar responses witnessed for trial 2 (P<0.05). Findings suggest that the finite anaerobic capacity was engaged sooner than would normally be anticipated, as a function of an inability to regulate pace. This is proposed to be a consequence of the volume of exposure to the biological and psychological sensations and cognitive developmental status. Given the apparent error in pacing judgment exhibited in this population group, caution should be applied when adopting such tests to monitor training responses with adolescent athletes, and alternate means of modulating pace be investigated.
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Introduction

The ability to regulate pace (during swimming) is dependent upon the ability of the individual to make prospective judgments (cognitive) regarding the metabolic demands of the exercise challenge against their actual metabolic capacity.1 Pacing strategies during exercise have been attributed to optimizing the balance between the artifacts of fatigue and the regulation of substrate metabolism. Thus, modulations in pace, which are a function of biologically and cognitively orchestrated afferent signals, and the consequent homeostatically orientated efferent responses are manifest in order to prevent a complete depletion of the finite anaerobic capacity.2,3 This cognitive judgment is set within the context of a continuum of information from the ability to anticipate the metabolic demands and to select an appropriate strategy through the accumulation of prior experience for completion of such a task that has a known end point.1,4,5

The significance of prior experience to the pacing paradigm was recently exemplified in works that demonstrated enhanced pace modulation and effort control in individuals, who were more experienced and well-trained than less-experienced counterparts.6 Indeed, the discriminating factor between the two groups with reference to experience was the volume of training that had been accumulated which was...
associated with greater exposure to the sensations of pain and fatigue and the ability to make prospective judgments.

Recent works have demonstrated that pacing strategies in children are associated with the stage of cognitive development. Specifically, younger schoolchildren (5–6 years) exhibited a negative-based pacing strategy which was associated with a less developed cognitive template suggesting an inability to anticipate the exercise challenge. While in older children (12–14 years), a U-shaped pacing strategy was evident, symptomatic of faster speeds at the beginning and end of the challenge, which is associated with a more conservative approach to effort regulation. This U-shaped response was exemplified in a recent study of adolescent competitive swimmers, with a mean age of 16.9±2.1 years who demonstrated stable pacing strategies during both simulated and actual competition conditions. Thus, uncontrolled pacing is refractory to performance and associated with increased physical effort and physiological strain resulting in either a decrement in exercise intensity or a failure to compensate for lost time.

The blood lactate (BLa) response to exercise is a commonly used criterion of both endurance capacity and the physiological responses to endurance-based training. It is the primary variable of importance, to both athletes and coaches, as the lactate turn-point (LtP) represents the sudden and sustained elevation of the BLa response to exercise, and hence indicates the aerobic capacity of the athlete. While this point has been shown to be a highly indicative predictor of endurance performance, it also responds in a positive manner to training by a rightward and downward shift of the profile in relation to exercise intensity. The use and interpretation of BLa profiles for propulsive sports, such as cycling, running, and rowing, are well documented and are typically characterized by the use of controlled environments and calibrated ergometers that can be used to either control the intensity of effort (running), adjust to the applied effort (cycling), or provide instant information on effort (rowing).

Swimming, however, confronts the coach and physiologist with a unique set of challenges, not least that the effort applied by the swimmer is highly dependent on their ability to maintain a constant pace. Hence, the typical approach adopted when assessing the aerobic capacity in swimmers is to use an incremental step test of 7×200 m, with each increment requiring the swimmer to maintain an even-paced and controlled effort, based on predetermined times, factored against their personal best for 200 m. Therefore, an uncontrolled pacing strategy, during an incremental step test in the swimming pool, would manifest unreliable BLa scores, resulting in a misinterpretation of the BLa response to exercise and hence the LtP. An a priori hypothesis is thus established based on the predication that pacing is adopted in order to module substrate utilization across an exercise challenge and to ensure that the finite anaerobic capacity does not become fully depleted. Furthermore, it was speculated that as optimal pacing strategies are a function of accumulated prior experience and cognitive development, that in a group of adolescent swimmers who have had limited exposure to such a test and have not amassed prior experiences that they would display an inability to optimize pace. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to examine whether adolescent swimmers were able to regulate pace and effort control during an incremental step test for determination of BLa and heart rate (HR) responses and to ascertain if these responses were replicable across duplicate trials.

Methods
Participants
Following local institutional ethical approval (Anglia Ruskin University, Cambridge, UK) and having provided written and informed assent with parental consent n=15 adolescent National Age Group, swimmers volunteered and agreed to participate (age 15±1.5 years; height 170.2±8.8 cm; mass 60.2±6.6 kg). If any participant indicated a contraindication to exercise such as asthma, recent infection, or hypertension, they were excluded from the study. The range of weekly distances covered by this group in the swimming pool varied between 26,000 and 33,000 m, and at the time of participation, all of the swimmers were in the second macro-cycle (large period of training) of the preparatory phase of their annual training plan. The participants were recruited from a range of swim teams and were part of a county (regional) training group. At the time of undertaking the tests, the personal best times for 200 m were 140.7±9.5 seconds. Importantly, prior to this study, none of the participants had completed a step test such as that adopted, but were all regularly exposed to repeated efforts over 200 m.

Study design
The 7×200 m incremental step test was completed in a 25 m swimming pool with all participants completing the two trials, referred to as trial 1 (TR-1) and trial 2 (TR-2) at the same time of day, so as to minimize diurnal variation, with each visit separated by at least 72 hours, but no longer than 96 hours.
Incremental step test

Prior to the start of each testing session, a capillary blood sample was collected from the earlobe with the participant sat quietly on the pool deck for the determination of a pre-trial resting BLa (mM) score. All participants completed a prescribed warm-up of 1,000 m, which consisted of some steady whole body work, sets of arms and legs only work, and some acceleration and speed drills. The participants each completed an incremental step test of 7×200 m according to the methods established by Pyne et al.16 These swims are graded in effort from easy (step 1) to maximal effort (step 7) and were completed on a 5-minute duty-cycle. The pace required for each step was established against the participants’ current personal best time for 200 m freestyle. Five seconds were then added to the personal best time to take into account the push start off the wall, and this newly calculated time was the predicted time for step 7 (maximal effort). To calculate the pace required for step 1, 30 seconds were added to the target time for step 7. In order to determine the target times for the remaining efforts, each was to be completed at a pace that was 5 seconds faster than the preceding trial. Therefore, as the participant was required to swim faster for each successive trial, so recovery duration increased by 5 seconds.

For each increment, the participants swim in pairs with the onset of their respective effort staggered by 90 seconds. Prior to the start of each increment, the swimmer was informed of the target pace time, and to assist them during the respective step, their 100 m split time was orally conveyed to them. They were also instructed to try and complete each effort using an even-paced strategy. Upon completion of each swim, both HRs (b·min−1) (Polar 810S, Polar Electro Oy, Kempele, Finland) using 5 seconds averaging and rating of perceived exertion (RPE) (6–20 scales) were recorded, and the swimmer exited the swimming pool to allow for the collection of an earlobe capillary blood sample (5 μL) (Lactate Pro, Arkray, Kyoto, Japan) for the determination of BLa concentration. During the recovery block between efforts, the swimmers were encouraged to keep warm and hydrated.

For each participant, the BLa concentration (mM) was plotted against swim speed (m·s−1) which was taken as the average per 100 m during each of the 200 m trials. The LTp (LT2) was then determined through a visual inspection of the curve by two independent physiologists looking for a sudden and continual rise in the BLa concentration in relation to exercise intensity. Additionally, the speed corresponding to the 4 mM BLa concentration was also ascertained according to the methods of Pyne et al.16

Statistical analysis

All data are expressed as mean ± SD. An analysis was made of the difference between actual swim speed and the predicted swim pace for each step of the 7x200 m incremental step test for both TR-1 and TR-2 using paired t-tests. For the comparison between TR-1 and TR-2, analysis was made of the individual step responses both between trials and also in comparison with the predicted swim speeds. Using Levene’s test for homogeneity of variance, the data were shown to be both normally distributed and homogenous, as this was the case, a series of repeated measures t-tests were applied. As the RPE data are nonparametric, a repeated measures Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used. To assess the association between the BLa responses and swim speeds, Pearson correlation coefficients were introduced. Additionally, the magnitude of treatment was determined through the effect size (ES) according to Cohen’s d, where an effect |d| = 0.2 is deemed small, |d| = 0.3 and |d| = 0.8 is deemed medium, and |d| ≥ 0.9 is deemed large. For all statistical analyses, the alpha level was set at P<0.05 and was completed using SPSS version 19 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA).

Results

Effort regulation during TR-1 and TR-2

For each swimmer, a comparison was made between their predicted swim time and their recorded swim for each step of the test. Table 1 shows the differences between predicted and recorded swim times across the seven steps of the incremental tests. For TR-1, significant differences were observed between actual swim speed and predicted swim speed for step 1 (P=0.03, ES = 0.45), step 2 (P=0.001, ES = 0.31), step 3 (P=0.007, ES = 0.22), and step 7 (P=0.012, ES = 0.40). Additionally, small ES response observed for step 5 (ES = 0.22). These data suggest that the participants were swimming too fast during the earlier trials, in relation to the predicted times and too slow in the later trials as highlighted graphically in Figure 1. Additionally, significant inverse correlations were observed between the BLa concentration (mM) and actual swim speed for step 3 (r=−0.74), step 6 (r=−0.56), and step 7 (r=−0.44). Significant differences shown in Table 2 were observed when considering the swim speed for the first and second 100 m of each stage of the test, step 1 (P=0.001, ES = 0.54), step 2 (P=0.0001, ES = 0.57), step 4 (P=0.0001, ES = 0.53), step 5 (P=0.005, ES = 0.65), step 6 (P=0.0001, ES = 0.50), and step 7 (P=0.0001, ES = 0.70), whereas step 3 showed only a small magnitude of effect. The RPE showed a uniform progressive increase with the mean responses of 10±1,
Table 1 Comparison of predicted swim time in relation to recorded swim time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Swim step</th>
<th>Trial 1</th>
<th>Trial 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Predicted time (seconds)</td>
<td>Recorded time (seconds)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>175.9±9.4</td>
<td>170.3±14.8*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>170.8±9.5</td>
<td>167.6±10.9*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>165.8±9.5</td>
<td>163.8±10.2*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>160.8±9.5</td>
<td>161.0±10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>155.8±9.5</td>
<td>155.8±10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>150.8±9.5</td>
<td>152.4±11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>145.8±9.5</td>
<td>150.3±13.0*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Data are mean ± SD for n=15 swimmers. Minus sign indicates slower than predicted time. *Indicates a significant difference (P<0.05). Abbreviation: SD, standard deviation.

As with TR-1, significant differences were observed between the predicted and recorded swim times for TR-2 for step 1 (P=0.001, ES =0.85), step 2 (P=0.006, ES =0.48), step 3 (P=0.007, ES =0.42), step 4 (P=0.007, ES =0.32), step 5 (P=0.023, ES =0.17), and step 7 (P=0.020, ES =0.33) as shown in Figure 2. Furthermore, as shown in Table 2, significant differences were observed when comparing the swim speeds of the first and second 100 m of each stage for step 1 (P=0.001, ES =0.90), step 2 (P=0.006, ES =0.51), step 3 (P=0.001, ES =0.85), step 5 (P=0.002, ES =0.43), step 6 (P=0.003, ES =0.48), and step 7 (P=0.003, ES =0.53). The RPE showed a similar response to that of TR-1 rising from 12±2 for step 1 through to 20±8 for step 7. Nonsignificant differences were observed across steps 1–7 between TR-1 and TR-2 for RPE (P>0.05). Additionally, when comparing the swim times between TR-1 and TR-2 over steps 1–7, significant differences were observed only for two of the steps: step 4 (P=0.0001, ES =0.36) and step 5 (P=0.03, ES =0.20).

The mean-predicted pace for the first and second 100 m of each step was 87.9±4.9, 85.4±4.7, 82.8±4.7, 80.4±4.7, 77.8±4.7, 75.4±4.7, and 72.8±4.7 seconds for steps 1–7, respectively. Significant differences were observed in TR-1 between the first 100 m time and the actual time for step 1 (P=0.003, ES =0.69), step 2 (P=0.005, ES =0.59), step 3 (P=0.003, ES =0.25), step 4 (P=0.004, ES =0.23), step 5 (P=0.001, ES =0.31), whereas steps 6 and 7 showed nonsignificant differences (P>0.05). For the second 100 m of each 200 m step, nonsignificant differences were observed for steps 1, 2, and 3 (P>0.05) with significant

Figure 1 Changes in the recorded swim times (▲) in relation to predicted swim times (●) over the seven steps of the incremental step test for TR-1.
Note: The significant difference is denoted between the recorded and predicted times (*P<0.05).
Abbreviation: TR, trial.
Table 2 Comparison of swim times and blood lactate (BLa) (mean ± SD) for the first and second 100 m of each 200 m trial of the incremental step test for TR-1 and TR-2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Swim step</th>
<th>First 100 m (seconds)</th>
<th>Second 100 m (seconds)</th>
<th>BLa (mM)</th>
<th>First 100 m (seconds)</th>
<th>Second 100 m (seconds)</th>
<th>BLa (mM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TR-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>83.0±7.9a</td>
<td>87.0±7.4a</td>
<td>2.8±1.3</td>
<td>81.7±5.3b</td>
<td>86.1±5.3ab</td>
<td>1.9±0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>82.1±5.1h</td>
<td>85.3±6.2a</td>
<td>2.7±1.4</td>
<td>82.0±5.0e</td>
<td>84.4±4.2e</td>
<td>1.7±0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>81.4±4.1h</td>
<td>82.7±6.5</td>
<td>3.3±1.8</td>
<td>79.1±4.7h</td>
<td>83.0±4.5i</td>
<td>2.1±0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>79.0±4.6d</td>
<td>82.0±6.1ab</td>
<td>3.9±2.2</td>
<td>77.7±4.9p</td>
<td>79.9±6.6</td>
<td>2.8±1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>76.1±5.0h</td>
<td>79.7±5.9ab</td>
<td>5.5±2.6</td>
<td>75.9±5.4p</td>
<td>78.2±5.3q</td>
<td>4.8±1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>74.5±5.6</td>
<td>77.5±6.1ab</td>
<td>7.7±2.8</td>
<td>74.1±4.7h</td>
<td>76.7±6.2ab</td>
<td>5.7±1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>72.9±6.1</td>
<td>77.5±6.9a</td>
<td>10.6±2.0</td>
<td>73.1±4.8</td>
<td>76.2±6.6ab</td>
<td>8.1±2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: 'indicates a significant difference between the actual times recorded for the first and second 100 m; 'indicates a significant difference between recorded swim time for each 100 m and the target time (P<0.05).

Abbreviations: SD, standard deviation; TR, trial.

difference observed for step 4 (P=0.01, ES =0.35), step 5 (P=0.001, ES =0.40), step 6 (P=0.003, ES =0.44), and step 7 (P=0.001, ES =0.82). For TR-2, similar responses were observed with significant differences evident between the target time for the first 100 m and the recorded for step 1 (P=0.0001, ES =1.25), step 2 (P=0.001, ES =0.69), step 3 (P=0.0001, ES =0.83), step 4 (P=0.001, ES =0.57), step 5 (P=0.002, ES =0.40), and step 6 (P=0.004, ES =0.28) with nonsignificant difference observed for step 7 (P>0.05).

Significant differences were highlighted between the target time and the actual recorded for the second 100 m of each step for TR-2 for steps 1 (P=0.04, ES =0.40), step 6 (P=0.003, ES =0.24), and step 7 (P=0.006, ES =0.56), with nonsignificant differences observed for steps 2–5 (P>0.05).

In order to assess the variability of pace judgment/accuracy within any one step, we addressed the relationship between pace maintenance as expressed by SD ± average split time for the 200 m effort against the Δ predicted-recorded time (seconds) which reflects the accuracy of pace within a step. Significant inverse correlations were observed during TR-1 for step 4 (r=−0.56) and step 7 (r=−0.57) and during TR-2 for step 3 (r=−0.59), step 4 (r=−0.86), step 5 (r=−0.56), step 6 (r=−0.59), and step 7 (r=−0.86).

Blood lactate responses

The resting BLa and HR scores recorded prior to commencing the warm-up were 1.8±0.4 mM and 67.8±7.8 b·min⁻¹, respectively for TR-1 and 1.4±0.8 mM and 68.8±6.4 b·min⁻¹ for TR-2, with the BLa responses to the incremental step tests...
presented in Table 2 and Figures 3 and 4. For each swimmer, the BLa at LtP was determined along with the associated HR and swim speed. The resultant scores were 4.6±0.98 mM, 179.0±9.1 b·min⁻¹ and 1.29±0.11 m·s⁻¹ for TR-1 and 4.3±0.91 mM, 179.4±6.8 b·min⁻¹ and 1.31±0.10 m·s⁻¹ for TR-2, between trial means were not significantly different (P>0.05). Additionally and in accordance with the methods of Pyne et al,¹⁶ the speed at 4 mM BLa was determined for both TR-1 (78.0±5.2 seconds) and TR-2 (77.0±4.4 seconds), which were shown to be nonsignificantly different (P>0.05).

**Discussion**

The findings support the previously stated hypothesis that pacing strategies are adopted so as to modulate substrate utilization across an exercise challenge and to ensure that the finite anaerobic capacity does not become fully depleted²⁻¹⁷ highlighting significant discrepancies in pace judgment in both TR-1 and TR-2, with the participants swimming too fast in the early stages and to slow in the later stages when expressed in comparison with the predicted target times.

Effort regulation during exercise is a function of the exercise endpoint (duration) and prior experience of the athlete. Thus, at the onset of exercise, the intensity is established against the perceptual template which is a function of prior experience and the afferent feedback.¹⁸ As such, pacing during an incremental step test such as that adopted in this study is dependent upon knowledge of the final endpoint for the exercise challenge which is a manifestation of the accumulated knowledge and experiences encountered throughout the totality of the exercise challenge, but also the end point for each step. Importantly, this group of participants were defined as “step test naïve” not having completed such a trial before, but were regularly exposed to repeated 200 m efforts interspersed with recovery periods as part of their training program. Indeed, it has recently been suggested that both initial and ongoing modulations in pace are functions of goal-directed decision-making⁷ which are dependent upon anticipation, planning, logical reasoning, and inhibition.¹⁹ Thus, in these adolescent swimmers, it is contended that although the goal of the two testing sessions was clarified, and feedback was provided after each step that the lack of both a previous perceptual template and prior experience especially for TR-1 rendered them impotent in relation to planning their pace regulation in a logical manner.

The data for both TR-1 and TR-2 show a similar response, of the participants swimming too fast against their prescribed pace for trials 1–4 and too slow against the prescribed pace for trials 5–7. In all instances, the data indicate that the participants exhibited uneven regulation of pace when comparing the outcome of the first and second 100 m of each step. For both trials, the participants would in the earlier steps swim faster than the prescribed pace for the first 100 m and then at the apportioned pace for the second 200 m. However, in the later trials 5–7, the participants would be close to the designated pace for the first 100 m and then significantly slower for the second 100 m. The pacing paradigm proposes that effort is regulated so as to prevent what has recently been described as a catastrophic collapse.²⁰ Thus, the objective for pace modulation is to

**Figure 3** Blood lactate responses for the whole group during the incremental step test for TR-1.

**Note:** Error bars reflect the SD for both swim speeds and the blood lactate response.

**Abbreviations:** SD, standard deviation; TR, trial.
ensure that the finite anaerobic capacity never becomes fully depleted.22,23

Therefore, for step 1 with a mean difference in response time for TR-1 and TR-2 against the predicted time of 6.8±5.4 seconds, it is contended that the participants would have engaged the anaerobic energy pathways to a greater extent than the protocol would have anticipated. The implication of this would be a greater decrease in the finite reserves of the high energy phosphates (ATP-PCr) and substrate-level glycolysis and a concurrent increase in the intracellular metabolites H+, ADP, Pi, and K+.22 Hence, in the later stages of the test, the participants exhibited slower times owing to the decline in the finite anaerobic capacity and accumulation of the fatigue-related metabolites.

When the outcomes of TR-1 and TR-2 were examined, there were no significant differences between total swim time for each step and thus for the difference between swim time and predicted time. This is somewhat surprising given that the pacing paradigm is based on the accumulation of prior experiences (in this instance TR-1) and the associated exposure to the sensations of pain and fatigue, current physiological and psychological state (substrate availability, metabolic by-products, motivation, etc), and the perceptually regulated responses to the perceived exertion. However, this lack of pacing development was evident in recent work which explored manifestation of a pacing strategy in children aged 12–13 years,1 where it was shown that no learning effect was evident when comparing performance and distance covered during a running-based test. Indeed, it has been suggested that if there were a learning effect for pace present, it would be evident during the first 25%–50% of an event.21,22 However, in this study, significant differences were evident in TR-2 for steps 1–4, respectively (~50% of total test time) when comparing actual swim time with predicted time of 4.6±8.2, 2.5±2.9, 1.5±1.5, and −0.63±2.4 seconds, indicating that as with the work of Chinnasamy et al1 that the initial exposure to such an exercise challenge (TR-1) was perhaps not sufficient in these adolescent participants to engender a perceptually regulated pacing strategy.

The implications of these findings are far reaching. Certainly, the current findings concur with those of Chinnasamy et al1 regarding the inability of children and young adolescents to regulate pace, even after they have been exposed to the challenge previously. An extension of these findings was recently presented6 showing that pace was a function of experience when comparing recreational with collegiate runners, as highlighted by the smaller deviations in pace when compared with a series of prescribed speeds over 400 m efforts. Indeed, it was highlighted that in the recreational runners who had little experience of running at prescribed pace, that despite being presented with the same condition on three occasions there was little change in the
deviation from pace. These findings taken with those of the current study and others,\(^1,7\) suggesting that establishment of the pacing template is a function of both stage of intellectual development coupled with repeated exposure to the sensations of pain and fatigue associated with the exercise challenge.

The inability of the participants to modulate effort consistently both within and between each step of the incremental test would decrease the reliability of identifying the lactate–speed relationship\(^8\) through the raised variance between predicted and actual responses. As such a test and the performance/training derivatives are considered of importance within swimming and that pacing would appear to be compromised by both experience and intellectual development, alternate means of regulating pace should be sought. Various methods of modulating effort control during exercise have been investigated, such as the use of audible signals,\(^24\) very similar to the format adopted for the Multistage Fitness Test used for the indirect assessment of VO\(_{2\max}\) in runners and field games player’s and underwater pacing lights.\(^25\) Such approaches should be considered modus operandi for coaches and sports physiologists when working with children and adolescent swimmers, especially when there is no prior experience of having completed such a graded-exercise test. Such approaches would serve to both enhance the reliability of the data on a test–retest basis and further strengthen the validity of such a test in assessing exercise capacity in this specialist group.

Limitations and implications for future research

The findings from this study are though limited to this age group and level of swimming experience, both in relation to training volume and the number of times that the swimmer is exposed to such an incremental step test. However, the fact the data reflects a reduced pacing response between the two trials is of interest, and future work should monitor the response over a longer period time with a reflection on the accumulation of training volume and experience. Additionally, the sample size is relatively low, and a larger sample size across the age spectrum thus reflecting the stages of cognitive development would allow for a more insightful interpretation of when pacing strategies start to manifest.

Conclusion

This study demonstrated that a group of well-trained adolescent swimmers who were naïve to the sensations associated with completing the 7×200 m incremental step test were not able to regulate effort. Specifically, findings revealed that participants worked too hard, swam faster than the predicted pace during the initial stages, and swam too slow as a consequence of possibly engaging the finite anaerobic capacity sooner than would be expected during the test. Additionally, when repeating the test, the participants exhibited the same response of significant deviations in pace across the range of swim speeds. These data would suggest that the ability to regulate pace is a function of both the experience of the individual (volume of exposure to the associated biological and psychological sensations) and cognitive developmental status, and alternate means should be sought to ensure that the participants can modulate pace accordingly. Finally, thus, data suggest that the use of such a test in young adolescent swimmers who have not accrued a volume of training experience should not be exposed to such a test which requires pace judgment and effort regulation and alternate means of monitoring training responses be sought.
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